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Abstract
The objective of this study is to propose a method to measure the extent of collaboration and trust in a supply chain as
important components of organizational behavior that contribute to the performance improvement of supply chain
The proposed model for collaboration can be classified on the basis of functional Supply Chain processes or Supply
Chain relationship. A Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is introduced to evaluate the level of collaborative practices.
The study uses quantitative data from a case study which shows the use of performance measurement-based DEA in a
collaborative supply chain network. The finding of this study indicates that the corporate managers in non-performing
Decision Making Units have a challenge that need to be improved. The major implication of these can be summed up as
following: the underperforming RDs have measures of their own under-achievement enumerated. An examination of the
input and output factors against the same factors of the best performers can provide managers with good strategies that
should concrete the way forward. This provides an opportunity for individual RD improvements with the result that the
Supply Chain improves. The limitation of the framework presented in this paper is that it is explanatory and based on
work that has been investigated elsewhere. Some of the difficulties in the methodological problems of that work would
be expected here: the choice of the Decision Making Units and the exact input and output factors would be important to
the measurement outcome and to the effectiveness of Data envelopment analysis’s ability to discriminate efficient from
non-efficient Decision Making Units. Through this study, Supply chain managers will be able to assess the extent of
their collaboration and seek improvement in their performance. This paper contributes to the existing literature by
proposing a new performance measurement for assessing the extent of supply chain collaboration. This instrument can
be used by any Supply Chain member to identify the level of collaboration and seek amelioration
Keywords: PM; SCN; Non-Parametric modeling, Collaboration, Corporate
1. Introduction and Research Problematic
Supply chain collaboration promotes the partnership of participants (members) along the supply chain to improve
performance (Bowersox, D.J. 1990). The advantage of Supply Chain partnership include revenue augmentations, supply
cost reductions, and functional flexibility to get along with high demand uncertainties (Fisher, M.L. ,1997).
Corporations like Sony, IBM, HP, Dell, and Wal-Mart that have cooperated with their partners, have captured the
benefice of collaboration (Barratt, M. and Oliveira, A. 2001; Dell, M. and Fredman, C., 1999).
The acceptance of supply chain collaboration requires the development of knowledge sharing, and scientific means of
accrediting values to account that show different levels of collaboration amongst members (Barratt, M. and Oliveira, A.
2001; Mentzer, J.M., Min, S. and Zacharia, Z.G. ,2000). Little work has been done to investigate such important and a
complicated knowledge dimension of supply chain management (Tan, K.C., V.R. Kannan and R.B. Handfield. 1998) and
this still represents a significant gap in the current literature.
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This paper depicts attempts to develop a method for the measurement of collaboration and trust as important factors of
organizational behavior that plays an important role in the performance improvement of supply chain. This study is
introduced with the research issues that are currently being examined in a Gabonese supply chain. These issues are being
analyzed through the performance measurement conceptual framework, described by Performance Pyramid.
Measurement is conducted by using a non-parametric research method based on linear programming.
The research problems of this study are: does the performance pyramid provide a performance measurement core that
identifies weakness in collaborative relationships? Can the performance pyramid be applied to Supply Chain Networks
in businesses to ameliorate competitive strategies? How can Data Envelopment Analysis be used in modeling Supply
Chain effective collaboration for corporate performance?
The study is organized as follows. The next section reviews literature on Supply Chain collaboration performance
measurement. The third section analyzes the Non-parametric algorithm. And the last section presents and discusses the
findings. Finally, the paper provides concluding remarks and directions for future research.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Measurements for Supply Chain Collaboration
Both expert and academicians are progressively interested in SC collaboration (Corbett, C.J., Blackburn, J.D. and Van
Wassenhove, L.N. 1999). Supply chain collaboration is generally defined as two or more corporate participants working
together to create a competitive advantage through sharing crucial information, benefits, and making joint decisions
(Simatupang, T.M. and Sridharan, R. 2002). The acceptance of SC collaboration would enhance along with the impacts
of new information technology and globalization. Moreover, Supply Chain collaboration becomes a main principle in
developing a flexible supply (Bowersox, D.J. ,1990, Narus, J.A. and Anderson, J.C. ,1996).
The wide acceptance of supply chain collaboration necessitates a tool to assess both internal and relative levels of
collaborative practices (Barratt, M. and Oliveira, A. 2001)
Assessing collaborative practices internal levels helps the participants to determine the weakness of their levels and
determine potential actions to alleviate them (Bowersox, D.J., Closs, D.J. and Keller, S.B., 2000) .The assessment also
allows them to measure their levels of practice against the best-in-class entertainer (Simatupang, T.M. and Sridharan, R.
2004).
Furthermore, the participants acquire crucial feedback from assessing supply chain collaboration to determine the
conclusive practice that mainly strengthen the supply chain effectiveness (Stewart, G. 1997).
Even if supply chain collaboration has acquired flourishing recognition, it is important to note that only few researches
paid limited attention to assessing supply chain collaboration (Lambert, D.M. and Pohlen, T.L., 2001). Prior researches
introduced measurement to benchmark the extent to which a corporate cooperates with its collaborators in a supply
chain. The supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model has been introduced as the first framework for assessing
and ameliorating supply chain performance (Stewart, G., 1997)
Bowersox, D.J., Closs, D.J. and Keller, S.B. (2000) created biased measurement of supply chain ability at both
functional and decisive levels. By using system-wide revenues and costs, Ramdas, K. and Spekman, R.E. (2000)
investigated collaborative practices between high performers among new-product SC and high performers among
operational-product SC.
Efforts have been made to introduce the maturity model of collaboration as a tool to assess the degree of activity of
supply chain collaboration from internal perspective to inter-organizational perspective. A framework containing four
levels of supply chain optimization has been introduced by Poirier, C.C. (1999). This framework includes mainly
sourcing and logistics and internal excellence. It also includes levels network construction and industry leadership
which show the collaborative achievement between participating members. Additionally, Polese, W.T. (2002) developed
a maturity model that shows how corporate improve in terms of functional competence. Collaborative effectiveness is
the important factor in achieving external integration and cross-corporate collaboration.
Performance pyramid is also considered as the ultimate metric against which the performance of the corporate is
measured. Performance pyramid is an outstanding conceptual model describing the businesses as a system composed of
a number of aspects that contribute to the business performance (Judith Montgomery, 2008). The performance pyramid
forms part of the PM conceptual framework
PM models such Balanced Scorecard and Performance Prism have been widely used for this reason (R.S. Kaplan, and
D.P.Norton, 1993, 1992, Norreklit H., 2000). A further development of these performance measurement models is the
performance prism. It provides a useful framework for developing Supply Chain measures (Sarah Shaw, David B. Grant,
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John Mangan, 2010). The metrics are mainly the scores for the performance dimensions of customer relationship,
internal operations, and Supply Chain network. The Integral to performances besides these dimensions is the function of
collaboration and relations in the SC.
Ivan Turok (2001), Marianne Kinnula (2004), and Maurice Atkinson (2005) demonstrated the creation of a qualitative
collaborative model that can be adopted in attempts to achieve cost savings and reduce iteration of effort in collaborating
corporate. Li, Z., Kumar, A. and Lim, Y.G. (2002) argue that this can be achieved with relational interdependences, plan
building, information and process planning, and analysis using quantitative models. Chan, F.T.S. and Qi, H.J. (2003)
proposed a new performance measurement method for supply chain management, using fuzzy set theory. This
measurement method can be applied to improve logistic activities in the Supply Chain.
2.2 Collaboration in the Integrated Supply Chain (SC) and Network
2.2.1 History of SC Collaboration
Collaboration in the SC is a dynamic concept. In fact it is evolving over the last 20 years. Four major stages to achieve
effective SC integration have been identified by Stevens G.C (1989) (Figure 1):
-Organization baseline (the organization is working with high-level operational specialization and consequently has a
low ability to examine materials and information flow);
-Functional integrated corporate (the organization begins to concentrate on customer service);
- Internal integrated corporate (the organization besides the function of sales and distribution, integrate the production
and purchasing activities).
- External integrated corporate (the organization includes customers and suppliers in the SCmanagement process).
It has been demonstrated that effective collaboration can provide competitive advantage in a buyer/supplier relation
(R.Axelroad, 1990).
In the last 19 years, some trade association sponsors, created the “Efficient Consumer Response Movement (ECR)”,
with the aim of leading exceptional transformation in business practices. This was the first great initiative created to
promote supply chain (SC) collaboration. Kurt Salmon Associates (1993) was among the first authors to give a clear
definition to ECR: “Efficient Consumer Response is a joint industry and trade body. It can be defined as a responsive,
consumer-driven system which allows distributors and suppliers to work together in order to reduce the overall cost and
increase consumer satisfaction”. ECR Europe (1997) defines the concept as “Working together to satisfy consumer
demand, better, faster and at less cost”.
Whilst Efficient Consumer Response Movement brings many benefits to both suppliers and retailers, the important one,
is surely the opportunity to open a close collaboration in order to overcome potential issues and enable new
opportunities of gaining competitive advantage over other competitors.
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) also called Co-Managed Inventory (CMI) is another of “win-win” thinking that
emerged in the SC.It is based on a close partnership between buyer and supplier. This method was developed in 1980
and is now used on different business sectors. In the grocery industry, with Vendor Managed Inventory usually comes
along another method named continuous replenishment. VMI and CR were firstly adopted by Procter & Gamble and
Wal-Mart in the United States of America. The success of this partnership gave a strong impulse for the promulgation of
this technique. CR improves ECR strategy (Cooke, J.A., 1998).In the continuous replenishment technique, instead of
sharing only the inventory levels, the customers generate sales forecasts from Point of sale (POS) data and share them
with suppliers, giving them visibility to real demand. The high visibility in the SC doesn’t only permits gains in the
production planning process, but also, solving particular issues at the store level, leading to increased sales. Another
method named “Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment” emerged in 1995 and had the support of
corporates from the general commodity, and apparel industries (Blair, N., 1998).
Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment process emerged with the ambition to cover the gaps left by prior
business practices (VMI and CR). It makes the producer and the retailer share marketplace information with respect to
come up with a customer plan which can considerably minimize inventory, keeping the service levels (Frantz, M.,
1999).
In definitive, collaboration is a group of complex techniques, associated with set of skills and attitudes that make it
realizable. In the SC, it goes beyond mere integrating information between customers and their suppliers, and includes
strategic joint decision making among the collaborators in the aspects of collaborative forecasting, distribution, planning,
network design, product design, and partnerships. (Kumar, K., 2001, McLaren, T., Head, M. and Yuan, Y., 2002).
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2.2.2 Integrated SC Collaboration Enablers and the Barriers to Integrated Supply Chain Collaboration
In a study conducted by Mentzer, J.T., Foggin, J.H. and Golicic, C.L.,(2000), the respondents described SC as an
alliance, as it represents the idea of sharing and working together , with a long term perspective. In a similar way as in a
marriage, a collaborative relation only survives with a commitment of both collaborators. Developing a collaborative
relationship requires effort; however there are some enablers that can simplify the task. These enablers can be classified
into three principal groups: technology, organization, and people.
The principal enablers identified by Mentzer, J.T., Foggin, J.H. and Golicic, C.L.,(2000) are: Trust, Longevity of the
relationship, Openness, and Leadership, Technology, and Benefit sharing.
Cooke, J. A., (2003) referred another important enabler to collaboration. According to him most of the corporate today
suffers from the “silo” complex. He illustrated his point of view with the following anecdote: “in a typical silo corporate,
the workers within each department are rewarded for meeting departmental goals. A logistics manager may receive an
annual bonus for keeping logistics costs down, not for leading to a higher overall efficiency. This leaves the manager
with absolutely no motivation to collaborate on a project, and will minimize SC costs, but is going to increase his
department’s expenses. This illustration demonstrates the importance of having in place a measurement system that can
capture the benefits of collaboration.
The barriers to the achievement of partner relationships are factors that limit the business collaborator’s visibility in the
SC. Barratt and Oliveira,(2001) ,and Cooke, J. A. ,(2003) identified the following main barriers :Weak replenishment in
response to demand fluctuations; Ineffective planning using visibility of point of sales (POS) customer demand;
Incapacity to manage the forecast review processes; Promotions and new products events are not jointly planned; Lack
of trust and sharing between business partners; Scalability and getting critical mass; Non existence of an integrated
decision support system to provide customer, consumer and market data; Measures are not externally focused; Ongoing
change management; Conventional accounting practices; Poor communication between business partners; Betrayal of
one of the partners; Annual negotiation process; Time investment.
There are some barriers that are linked to the development of a collaborative relationship and others are associated with
maintaining the relationship. This shows that there are probably a set of skills to start to collaborate, followed by an
effort to maintain with the expectations of both business partners.
2.2.3 The Advantages of Collaboration
Several authors discussed the value of collaborative communication within the Supply Chain but often without making
the difference between the process driven and relationship driven communication. While the communications occur
simultaneously and in accordance with each other, these two aspects may present a connection, which slow down the
analysis of Supply Chain performance. Some authors do not distinguish between these aspects because they see process
and relationship as unified factors that describe Supply Chain communications. Some authors choose factors from these
aspects deliberately to examine specific aspects of the Supply Chain.
Others authors may make the difference and
decide to examine other of the aspects.
The aspect of relationships in organization behavior can be used to classify a number of researches.
Min, S., Roath, A.S., Daugherty, P.J., Genchev, S.E., Chen, H. and Arndt, A.D. (2005) proposed a conceptual model of
Supply Chain collaboration, which include three elements (Antecedents, Collaboration and Consequences). The
antecedents to collaboration were identified as; strategic purposes, relationship-specific investment, internal alignment,
relationship orientation, free flow of information and heightened communication and lastly, formalization. The attribute
of collaboration was identified by three important constructs; relationship interaction, behaviors, and culture. These
revealed the characteristics of; joint planning, shared information, joint performance measurement, joint problem solving,
and leveraging resources and skills. The benefits of collaborations, were positive effect specified as; profitability,
effectiveness, mutual efficiency, and reinforcement of the relationship.
Cox, A. (1999) demonstrated that operational efficiency is best appreciated in terms of business strategy where the most
important factor is the role of power usurper in the Supply Chain relationship. The corporate that haves more power has
the capacity to adopt value from the relationships with others, if these are with suppliers, customers, or employees.
Kidd, J., Richter, F.J. and Stumm, M. (2003) promoted the important function of trust in knowledge management and
organizational learning in Supply Chain systems. This is especially important with the beginning of globalization. Duffy,
R. and Fearne, A. (2004) assert that with the overture of Efficient Consumer Response and its dependency on
relationships based on cooperation and trust, mutual benefits for the whole Supply Chain are achieved. Efficient
Consumer Response works because of a collaborative sharing of crucial information, risks and rewards. The test for if
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the relationships are cooperative is in the critical predictors, which lie in the constructs of trust, commitment, relational
norms and conflict resolution methods. This is approved from a logistics view by Daugherty, P.J., Ellinger, A.E. and
Gustin, C.M. (1996) who generated survey results, which promote the incorporation of logistics throughout the channel
system with a mention of the benefits where it succeeds.
The overlapping of the aspects, as explained above is demonstrated by.Croxton, K.L., Lambert, D.M and
Garcia-Dastugue, S.J. (2005), when they assess the process oriented Supply Chain designs of the Supply Chain Forum
and the Supply Chain Council. They quote the Global Supply Chain Forum framework as having eight Supply Chain
Management processes: customer service management, customer relationship management, order fulfillment, demand
management, manufacturing flow management, supplier relationship management, product development and
commercialization and returns management. It is important to note that they comment on process orientation yet quote
relationships as important to these processes. While they declare that the aim of Supply Chain Management is to
increase the value of a corporate. They recognize that the two aspects are not respectively exclusive because
transactional efficiency should be an outcome of good relationship management. Finally, Min, S. and Mentzer, J.T.
(2004) accurately tested a theoretical framework based on Supply Chain Orientation and Supply Chain Management.
Their framework brings a similarity to our two dimensions of process and relationships where Supply Chain
Management is similar to the earlier and Supply Chain Orientation to the latter. They define Supply Chain Orientation as
the systemic, strategic implications of tactical activities to relational factors such as trust and commitment to Supply
Chain Relationship and Supply Chain Management as the management of traditional business functions within the
business and across the Supply Chain to ameliorate long-term performance of the individual corporate and the whole
Supply Chain. A pool of twenty scale items for Supply Chain Orientation and thirty items for Supply Chain
Management used in the test were statistically significant and the results generated a positive, significant regression
coefficient for business performance.
Reliable relationships can be an advantage because the time spent on activities of both groups can be optimized by
minimizing credential checking, prequalification and process auditing, while accessing the combined resources of both
groups to allow a division of tasks. Kanter, R.M. (1994) found the eight I “s” of collaborative advantage in such
relationships with an accent on the incorporation of these by mutual trust. On the other side, the disadvantage of this
nearness is a restriction on corporate autonomy, resources to maintain the relationship and manage current processes,
and the real possibility of future deficit to the other. There is also the termination cost of the relationship should it be
uncontrollable.
The relationships between corporate that interconnect to form networks however, show common features, summarized
as:
-Mutuality/Reciprocity (every business partner is supposed to provide some balanced share to the specific transactions).
-Loose coupling (stable design for interaction and communication).
- Boundaries of responsibility (individual boundaries partners activities and responsibilities).
- Power (inherent power relationships usually having an organizing partner).
These features emphasize the necessity for communication and collaboration in the relationship with a commitment to
trust, shared values and aligned objectives.
The mechanism model, which symbolizes technical and operational relationships, is described in the operational
indicators of the performance pyramid scheme. The main idea of this study is that the efficient operation of the whole
Supply Chain depends on the effective operation of communication channels that are required by these interactions as
they are manifested in the relationships.
It is the relationships promoted by collaboration and trust that integrate the Supply Chain and provides the competitive
advantage in business operations. It is the rationales of this study therefore, that collaboration and trust as subsets of the
organizational behavior in the Supply Chain network are contributors to Supply Chain performance and authenticate
measurement. As the Supply Chain Network is a conglomeration of “B2B” interactions, essentially between two
business partners, it is the contributions of these couples that must be measured and compared. The researchers believe
that this approach of measuring Supply Chain performance is new and provides a contribution to the study of Supply
Chain Management. A new application of the non-parametric method may provide appropriate method to measure
performance in Supply Chain.
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3. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric method in operations research and economics generally used to
evaluate the relative performance of a set of units that are identical. The units are named decision-making units (DMUs)
and their alikeness lies in their pattern of input and output processes. Data Envelopment Analysis combines important
performance ratio outputs and inputs into a single number that denotes productivity (efficiency). DEA uses analytical
programming to analyze the observed outputs and inputs for the units under research, it determines the comparatively
best practice units to define an effective boundary, and it evaluates the degree of incompetence of the other units relative
to this boundary.
The original Data envelopment analysis model of Charnes, A., Cooper, W.W. and Rhodes, F. (1978), designate as the
Charnes Cooper Rhodes ratio form ( Cooper, W.W., Seiford, L.M. and Tone, K.,2000) was based on their extension of
Farrell, M.J.,(1957) technical efficiency measure of performance expressed as a ratio of a single input and a single
output.
Sexton, T., (1986) has described Data Envelopment Analysis in terms of a set of linear programming models as follows:
For
(1)
Subject to:
(2)
(3)
(4)
Where

are the comparative weights joined to output J and input I in the model for kth DMU.

represent the efficiency of the kth DMU,
represent the assessed units of output
represent the assessed units of input

DMU.
DMU

The N coercions in each of the N linear programs confirm that no DMU can accomplish an effective rating which will
and
which produce a maximum
surpass unity. The optimization produces a positive set of
if, and only if(iff),

is efficient.

In other words, Data envelopment analysis (DEA) determines the efficiency of an arbitrary unit i as:

Oij corresponds to the unit value i on output j; Iij corresponds to the unit value i on input j;w is the non negative weight
assigned to output j; v is the non negative weight assigned to input i; n is the number of output and input variables.
Different from the parametric approaches, which necessitate a specific operational form expressing relationships
between dependent and independent variables, Data envelopment analysis estimates the highest performance of each
Decision Making Unit in relation to other Decision Making Unit in the population. It does this by providing an external
frontier which describes the optimum performance perimeter where proportionately efficient Decision Making Units
occupy, manages at various points of the effectiveness line.
The relative technical efficiency (Cooper, W.W., Seiford, L.M. and Tone, K.,2000) of each Decision Making Unit is
expressed as a percentage matched against the best Decision Making Units, which shows the best practice production
frontier, the maximum output empirically obtainable with a given amount of input. Enhancement for the lower
performing units is possible by different manipulations of the productivity ratio, such as keep increasing the output while
stabilizing input , decreasing input for an unchanged output or a range of options (Charnes, A., Cooper, W.W., Lewin,
A.Y. and Seiford, L.M.,1994) basing on the adapted improvement strategy for current economic conditions.
Data envelopment analysis has a great attraction to researchers because of three factors:
-each Decision Making Unit has a unique score to indicate efficiency
-possible improvement for each Decision Making Unit is benchmarked against the best-practice referent Decision
Making Unit and
-Decision Making Unit restrains the need for alternate abstract inferential statistical models.
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Moreover, a limited number of recent researches have demonstrated new use of Data envelopment analysis in areas of
increasing academic interest, such as the relation between the policies of proactive environmental and corporate
performance ( Sarkis, J. and Cordeiro, J.J.,2001) and effect of corporate social responsibility on organizational
performance, Data envelopment analysis is also progressively used in conjunction with other methods, such as Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) and utilized to measure qualitative data as a beginning to further analysis ( Zhu, 2003;Sarkis,
J.,1999).
Contrary to other descriptive and inferential calculations Data envelopment analysis focuses on individual observations
as single efficiency measures rather than population averages. Various input and output measures using different units
can be adapted, as can the inclusion of dummy variables, and while these factors are treated as value free they can be
weighted to include base on knowledge from the judgments of experienced managers. To conclude, Data envelopment
focuses on benchmarking against existing best practice rather than on central tendency measure.
.3.1 DEA Application in a Supply Chain Network Framework
An example chosen for illustrative intentions is presented in Table 1, where the Decision Making Units are inherent
entities representing Supply Chain “relationships dyads”. The Data envelopment analysis can be applied to
intra-corporate and inter-corporate Supply Chain Decision Making Units as a vertically integrated manufacturing
corporate with several manufactories, supplier and distributor subsidiaries, all under corporate control, as well as the
horizontal Supply Chain of the external partners. For this paper we identify the logistics relationships.
For example, one Decision Making Unit can be the inherent entity depicted by the relationship between the Core
corporate and a supplier, while another can be the entity of the relationship between Core corporate and a distributor.
Similarly other Decision Making Units may be the virtual entities created between the relationships of different suppliers
and distributors in the horizontal and vertical Supply Chain Networks that exist. The different Supply Chain
Relationship that may exist could be those between the IC and “category 1” suppliers, between IC and “category 2”
suppliers and between IC and the major distributors. Additional dyad that exists between chain partners and inclusion of
warrants for benchmarking relationships can be added to the Decision Making Units computations. The details are
presented in Figure 2. Every RDs eventually become independently determined Decision Making Units in the Data
envelopment analysis algorithm.
Table 1 presents the RDs of intra-corporates and inter-corporates relationships in the Supply Chain, with sample
identifiers marked with index “e “(External), “I”(Internal), “s”(Supplier) and“d” (Distributor). “Bis” represents the
“virtual” link between an internal supplier with the Common Flows while Ged is the Decision Making Unit for extern
distribution relationship and Les is that for an external supplier. Corresponding input factors for all Decision Making
Units could be rated responses on computerized questionnaires for; strategic alignment, information sharing, relationship
commitment and communication Flows . Corresponding outputs could be; point planning, joint KPIs , responsiveness
and formalization. These outputs factors have been chosen as examples of the variables that could be used in Data
envelopment analysis and they come from researches such as Min, S. and Mentzer, J.T. (2004).
The results computation (Cooper, W.W., Seiford, L.M. and Tone, K., 2000; Ragsdale, C.T.,2004; Zhu, 2003) indicate
that Decision Making Units B, G and L are equitably efficient Supply Chain relationship members with a score of 1.00
(100%) where intra and inter-corporate partners could all be treated as equitably discrete and comparable so long as the
inputs and outputs are identical variables in the Supply Chain Network.
4. Findings and implications
The previous illustrations shows that the corporate supervisors in nonperforming DMUs ( RDs with less than 1.00 rating)
have an important challenge that need to be ameliorated ( there are relationships in the Supply Chain Network(SCN) that
are performing better in terms of collaboration and trust than others). The major implication of these can be recapitulated
as following: the underperforming RDs have measures of their own under-achievement enumerated. An investigation of
the input and output factors against the same factors of the best performers can provide managers with good strategies
that should concrete the way forward. This provides a good opportunity for individual RD improvements with the result
that the Supply Chain improves. Addressing the factors that necessitate attention should not be excessively difficult
since the benchmark performers show their component factor scores. The limitation of the design presented in this study
is that it is explanatory and based on work that has been investigated elsewhere. Some of the difficulties in the
methodological problems of that work would be expected here: the choice of the Decision Making Units and the exact
input and output factors would be important to the measurement outcome and to the effectiveness of Data envelopment
analysis’s ability to discriminate efficient from non-efficient Decision Making Units.
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5. Conclusion and future directions
As the result of this study, a method for assessing the extent of supply chain collaboration has been provided and the
impacts of collaborative practices on functional performance have been investigated. The concept of supply chain
collaboration was characterized into three elements, namely Antecedents, Collaboration and Consequences. The
antecedents to collaboration were recognized as strategic purposes, relationship-specific investment, internal alignment,
and relationship orientation, free flow of information and heightened communication and lastly, formalization. The
attribute of collaboration was identified by three important constructs; relationship interaction, behaviors, and culture.
These revealed the characteristics of joint planning, shared information, joint performance measurement, joint problem
solving, and leveraging resources and skills. The benefits of collaborations, were positive effect specified as;
profitability, effectiveness, mutual efficiency, and reinforcement of the relationship.
An example, based on case study was chosen for illustrative intentions is where the Decision Making Units are inherent
entities representing Supply Chain “relationships dyads”. The Data envelopment analysis was applied to intra-corporate
and inter-corporate Supply Chain Decision Making Units with many manufactories, suppliers and distributor
subsidiaries, all under corporate control, as well as the horizontal Supply Chain of the external partners.
The result of this case study shows that the managers in non-performing Decision Making Units have a great challenge
that need to be improved: there are relationships in the Supply Chain Network that are performing better in terms of
collaboration and trust than others.
Finally Data envelopment analysis has introduced a good instrument for the assessment of performance in the supply
chain. Its processing is reliably conclusive in its interpretation once the correct parameters have been demonstrated.
Although first trials in a current examination are encouraging, it has not yet been tested on all the performance metrics in
the pyramid, including the Supply Chain Network. This new challenge is to determine and apply those input/output
factors for each pyramid dimension that will provide the efficiency computation for a performance scorecard (PSC). The
study provides a new direction for further research in term of investigating the importance of this method in
organizational contexts across a variety of commercial corporate in the Gabonese economy.
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Figure 1. Achieving an integrated supply chain
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